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A STUDY OF THE ETCHING FIGURES OF THE HEXA-
GONAL-ALTERNATING TYPE OF CRYSTALS.

ARTHUR P. HONESS

Princelon Untverstty

of the rhomb face; the angle opposite this side is 120o. The figures
on adjacent faces of the rhombohedron become congruent after a
revolution of 120o about the c axis, but are not symmetrical and
indicate, therefore, an absence of planes of symmetry in the crystal.
The figures of the prism, according to Traube's description, are
similar but less pointed, and, like those of the rhombohedrons,
indicate no planes of symmetry. Traube also remarked the
likeness which exists between the etehings on the rhombohedron
30r-+ of willemite and those on 022t of dioptase. The hexagonal-
alternating symmetry of willemite has been demonstrated by
Penfield'z on crystals from the Merritt IVIine, New Mexico, and also
by means of the natural etchings occurring on those from the Sedal-
ia Mine, Colorado. Dolomite has been given considerable atten-
tion owing to the fact that for years its true s1'rnmetry was not
definitely known. Von Kobell and Haushofer,e upon finding
differently oriented figures upon the same crystal face, were unable
to decide definitely the correct type of the mineral. Gaubert{
believed the dark iron-bearing dolomites to be tetartohedral, but
considered the white varieties to be of the calcite type, a conclu-
sion quite at variance with the form of the corrosion figures pro-
duced by H2SO4 and HCl. Tschermaks in his investigation of
dolomite, assigned the mineral to the hexagonal-alternating type,
after having established its s1'rnmetry by etching with HCI and
HzSOr, cleavage-rhombohedron pieces being used. The HCI

I Neues Johrb. Min. Geol.,Beil. Bd., 10, 454, 189S96.
z Z, Kryst. Min,,23,73, 1894.
t Cited by Tschermak, Min. Petr. Mitt.,4, 102, 1881.
t Z. KrysL.Min,,37,92, 1903.
, Min, Pett. Milt., 4, 102, 1881.
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_ The willemite crystals investigated were obtained from Franklin
Furnace, N. J. and are like those described by palache and Gra-
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Rhornbohedron

orientation. While the figures are symmetrical with regard to a
plane bisecting the larger angle and the longer side, the fi-gures are
so oriented upon the face of the rhombohedion as to indicate that
there are no planes of symmetry in the crystal.

Prisms
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in the photograph by the shacled lines. The angle a of the figure
measures approximately 55o, and the line bisecting this angle
intersects the prism edges at 45o. The figures, by their form and
position, accord with the symmetry of the type. Photo 7 repre-
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equivalent on both sides, consequently the figures are asymmetrical
in aceordance with the tvpe.

The prism toio is tuf siigtrtty developed on these- crystals,^and
being t'he more-soluble forfr wbs beautlfully etchg{ by.hot 25/s
HC[ acting for ten seconds. (See photo 10') The limitations
of the narrdw face are readilv discernible on either side of the etch
figure, rvhich extends in a diagonal direction approximately the
eiti.e' width of the face. The etching is a simple oval form,
pointed at either end. The inclination of the figures to the prism
edges approximates 30o, thereforerevealing no planes of symmetry'

The base 0001 being absent on the crystals used, small cleavage
pieces were etched 'tiittr ditut" HCl. 

- 
The figures are simple

triangular pits turned asymmetrically to the crystal edges.
(To be concluded.)

MIRABILITE FROM THE ISLE ROYALE COPPER MINE,
HOUGHTON, MICHIGAN.

ALBDRT B. PECK

Uniuersity of Michigan

clear and transparent for the most part, and frequently very
much twisted and bent. A small amount of clayey matter is

showed a constant weisht. This served to drive off all water.
The fact that the water*content, and consequently the molecular
ratio, is somewhat lower than the theoretieal value is easily -ac-
counled for when it is considered that th' original material taken
for analysis had already been partially dehydrated by exposure
to air. 

-Upon 
solution-in water an insoluble residue of earthy




